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"PRETTY, BUT IS IT HISTORY?";
THE LEGACY OF HARVEY FERGUSSON'S
RIO GRANDE

ROBERT GISH

STANLEY WALKER'S New Yorker indictment of certain "New Mexico" writers thirty years ago still rankles us today. Walker did not
like their literary style, which he called "New Mexico baroque,"
and said so:
One either thinks New Mexico baroque is great or one doesn't. An
odd thing happens to writers who live in the high country, especially
in the mystical stretches along the Rio Grande above El Paso. It
happened to poor old D. H. Lawrence, to Mabel Dodge Luhan,
and to many others-to a lesser degree to such a sound citizen as
Miss Erna Fergusson. They see the mountains, the sand, the stars,
the cactus, the wrinkled Indians, and they begin to babble about
"time" and "space."
At best, and in moderate doses, this can be fetching literature;
at its worst it can be baffiing-like something by Dylan Thomas out
of Sitting Bull. I

The occasion for this not entirely playful criticism was Walker's
review of Paul Horgan's Great River (1954). Walker's title-whether
his own invention or his editor's-gives one the drift, so to speak,
of what he thought of the Rio Grande and of Horgan's style: "Long
River, Long Book," ran the heading-hardly baroque in its ascerbity and intended wit. Placing Horgan, in effect, in a kind of
"no win" situation, Walker lamented what was in and what was out
of Great River; what was said and how it was said. Remaining
unconvinced about Horgan's picture of the Rio Grande as the stage
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Tuyo, the black mesa on the east bank of the Rio Grande, near the pueblo of San
Ildefonso. Courtesy of the artist.
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for the recurrent and sequential frontiers ofAmerican Indian, Spanish, Mexican-American, and Anglo-American cultures all attempting to share in the making of what he called "a neighborhood of
the world," Walker twisted the knife one last time and pictured
Horgan as merely another delirious New Mexico writer suffering
from, according to Walker's metaphor, the virus of "New Mexico
baroque":
It is just the old New Mexico writer's fever coming up again while
the mirages dance on the high mesa, the tom toms boom in the
moonlight, and the gods cavort on the red peaks. Pretty, but is it
history?2

One might dismiss Walker's glib attack as entertainment, countering with the question, "Cute, but is it criticism?" One could
dismiss him out of hand if it were not for a nagging awareness that
there is something to what he says about the effect that New Mexico-as inspiration and source material, as landscape, as geography,
as what Lawrence so often stressed as "spirit of place"-has on
writers (novelists, poets, and even historians). In keeping with its
motto, there is something "enchanting" about the way in which
the "experience" of New Mexico tempts one into effusiveness (call
it babbling if one chooses) because New Mexico as place and as
idea, as people and event, time and space is not easily translatable
into words or the data of social science, be they arranged as history
or story, the truth and distortions of fact or imagination, history or
literature.
Because of this phenomenon, this influence of geography as literature and history, key works like Great River and Harvey Fergusson's Rio Grande (1933) offer fine textual examples of history
mingling with literature-more precisely of narrative history merging with historical fiction. Given today's preoccupation with the
"New Journalism," with "nonfiction novels," with what some critics
are referring to as "faction," it might be argued that Horgan, and
before him Fergusson, leave behind them a legacy of an older way
of writing history as narration infused with a sense of character,
plot, dramatization, and setting (all of those techniques so closely
associated with the novelist's art). It might be argued, ironically,
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that they bequeath an older way of writing history that is now
thought of in some quarters as "new."
It can be argued that Fergusson's Rio Grande seems to have, .at
least indirectly, influenced Horgan's Great River. And the point
could even be extended to say that Fergusson's Rio Grande probably influenced Horgan's other histories and biographies such as
"About the Southwest: A Panorama of Nueva Granada," published
in the Southwest Review in 1933 just two years after the first installment of Rio Grande appeared in The American Mercury in
May 1931; From the Royal City (1936), The Centuries of Santa Fe
(1956), Lamy of Santa Fe (1975), and Josiah Gregg and His Vision
of the Early West (1979). Echoes of Fergusson's Rio Grande can
also be heard in Erna Fergusson's books on New Mexico, including
. Dancing Gods (1931, although the influence here seems reciprocal), Our Southwest (1940), Albuquerque (1947), Murder and Mystery in New Mexico (1948), and New Mexico: A Pageant of Three
Peoples (1951). Alice Corbin Henderson's Brothers of Light (1937),
Laura Gilpin's Rio Grande (1949), even Tony Hillerman's Rio Grande
(1975), and Robert Coles's The Old Ones (1973)-all evidence some
similarities to Fergusson's prototypic history of the Rio Grande.
More obviously, it should be said that the Rio Grande river itself
is where the influence lies-and in the "eye-witness," albeit ethnocentric, versions of it and New Mexico history that all such writers have encountered and recorded. Furthermore, any tracing of
the ethnocentric Anglo assumptions of Harvey and Erna Fergusson
and Paul Horgan to the historiography of the recurrent frontier
theories of Frederick Jackson Turner would take one too deeply
into their respective biographies for consideration here.
I have attempted to answer, in an essay published in Southwest
Review, Frank D. Reeve's condemnation of Great River as history. 3
Reeve's carping "A Letter to Clio," published in the spring 1956
issue of The New Mexico Historical Review, reads now more like
the result of vindictiveness than clear-headed judgment. Trying to
sustain Stanley Walker's glibness, Reeve spoke directly to the muse
of history, who presumably was in the habit of listening to him,
and answers Walker's "Pretty, but is it history?" question straight
out: "It is sometimes pretty, but it is not good history. "4 The debate
about what makes good history is, of course, still with us. But more
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and more the dichotomy suggested in Reeve's and Walker's eitheror positioning of "prettiness" vs, history becomes, if not a false one,
then certainly a misleading one,
In any event, I want to assert what might seem a truism: that
history can be "pretty" and that the seemingly simple but actually
very complex issue of reconciling these -alleged polarities is part
and parcel of the legacy of Fergusson's great book of history, biography, autobiography, interview, anecdote, memoir, and fiction,
all published under the title of Rio Grande,
After the Fact: The Art of Historical Detection, a book written
by James West Davidson and Mark Hamilton Lytle and published
three years ago, provides a point of departure for such a consideration of Rio Grande as both pretty and history, In case anyone
needs reminding, Davidson and Lytle remind us that history is
more than traditional textbooks; that "the explanations and interpretations 'behind' the story often turn out to be as interesting as
the story itself."5 Historical detection-as the subtitle to their book
indicates-is as much art as it is science, In their selection of essays
Davidson and Lytle seek to counter what they see as excessive
attempts by some historians to turn their discipline into "unadulterated social science." Too many historians, they think, have forgotten that
history is rooted in the narrative tradition, As much as it seeks to
generalize from past events, as do the sciences, it also remains
dedicated to capturing the uniqueness of a situation. When historians negleCt the literary aspect of their discipline-when they forget
that good history begins with a good story-they risk losing the
wider audience that all great historians have addressed, They end
up, sadly, talking to themselves. 6

Such a generalization about the narrative and populist roots of
writing history suggests that Harvey Fergusson himself, being a
more humanistic than a scientific historian, was part of a much
broader legacy, and that Rio Grande, rather than amassing the
estate in the first place, might best be considered as a trustee or
guardian of a much larger tradition, "a main-stream" rather than
"new" tradition, as it were. That the tradition is also eclectic is
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significant, as is the belief that the process of writing history must
be open to such eclecticism: "the use of pictorial evidence, questions of psychohistory, problems encountered analyzing oral interviews, the value of decisionmaking models in political history, and
so on."7 Davidson's and Lytle's definition of history seems to fit
Fergusson's. In part, they define history this way-a definition that
squares with Fergusson's statement in Rio Grande:
History is not something that is simply brought out of the archives,
dusted off, and displayed as 'the way things really were.' It is a
painstaking construction, held together only with the help of assumptions, hypotheses, and inferences. 8
One can, of course, infer many of Fergusson's assumptions about
history and the writing of it from the reading of Rio Grande. If
one begins with the first chapter expecting fastidious documentation and acknowledgment of sources, maddening frustration immediately sets in. Horgan's Great River was severely criticized by
Reeve, Walter Prescott Webb, and other academic historians for
its lack of footnotes and vague attribution of sources. In part, this
avoidance of footnotes on Horgan's part was responsible for his
being regarded by some as an "amateur" historian. Seemingly,
Horgan's choice not to footnote his sources is part of Fergusson's
legacy as a popularizer. Fergusson uses no footnotes and for this
reason, as well as more substantive ones, is clearly more the popularizer than the academician. It is interesting to mention in this
context by way of a small but significant digression that only in the
fou'rth edition of Great River, which appeared in the spring of 1985,
does Horgan include Fergusson, as well as Bernard DeVoto, in his
bibliography. Horgan says, "Two works of distinction are absent
from my bibliography. They were omitted not because they would
have given me little, but because if I had reread them for the
purposes of my study I feared that their persuasiveness in style
and vision would have led me into unintended echoes in my own
treatment of their subjects. These are Rio Grande by Harvey Fergusson (1933), a native New Mexican's superb account of life in the
middle river valley of New Mexico, and The Year of Decision by
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Bernard De Voto (1943), a vivid recreation of the experience and
impact of the War with Mexico,"9
Fergusson was quite deliberate in his popularizer approach to
New Mexico history. Advertisements for Rio Grande in The American Mercury, where it first appeared in installments, stress that
its author is an unconventional historian-dealing with things that
"conventional historians have generally neglected"-and that its
author knew New Mexico as only a native son could: "He knows
the Rio Grande country as few other men know it, and he makes
its early heroes live again."lD As for his manner of telling his story,
it is characterized as full of "great skill and charm."ll
When the reader finally comes to Fergusson's three and onehalf pages of general bibliography, the reason for frustration with
documentation is confirmed, for he states what the reader infers
throughout the book. In Fergusson's words: "the veracity of the
book is necessarily more psychological than factual. It is true only
insofar as it is convincing. "12 Fergusson lists three major reasons
for his less than meticulous documentation. First, he says the book
is based as much on observation and interview as it is on documentary research "so that no complete accounting of its sources is
possible." Second, "the book is an attempt at interpretation rather
than a record," and third, he believes that "very little besides a
few dates, names and statistics can be surely known about the past"
(Rio Grande, p. 293). Moreover, Fergusson asserts that, paradoxically, fiction is history and history is fiction. In his view, "a good
realistic novel, it has been said, is history that might have happened, and the same is very largely true of a good history" (Rio
Grande, p. 293).
Having stated Fergusson's intentions and assumptions this broadly,
let us now look a bit more specifically at the persona, the ethnocentric attitudes and values, the substantive and stylistic voices,
and the architectonics of Fergusson as novelist-historian in Rio
Grande. That the scope and arrangement of the history is panoramic and chronological is obvious. In a dozen chapters Fergusson
begins with a description of the country, the land, and the river
as they exist unto themselves, and then he moves swiftly to the
intersection of the river with human history. He devotes one chapter to the Pueblo Indians (he names them more metaphorically
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"the dancing builders"); two chapters to the Spanish "explorers"
and "conquerors" by which designation he includes both Spanish
soldiers and Franciscan clergy; one chapter to the Mexican-American "ricos" and "paisanos" of the lower and upper river valley (he
labels them "the right people" and "the men of the soil" respectively); one chapter is allotted to the mountain men; another to the
traders and "prairie" men like Josiah Gregg; one chapter to the
"revolutionist," Manuel Armijo; one chapter to "the man of God,"
Lamy; one chapter to "longhorns and six shooters" that is devoted
primarily to Elfego Baca; and a concluding chapter to "old town
and new," a kind of generic, representative place caught up in the
throes of welcoming the railroad, "progress" and its own future
(clearly the town of Albuquerque).
Thus the body of the book is oriented toward history as biography, history as key individuals who, although representative of
a type, also loomed larger than their type. The first and last chapters
frame Fergusson's predilection for history as humanity by contrasting history as geography, flora, fauna-and as a town, as something
man-made. Taken all in all, his scope is not really as large as the
title of his book or his metaphorically comprehensive chapter titles
would seem to suggest. By contrast, Horgan's canvas upon which
he paints his panorama of history and humanity along the Rio
Grande is much larger. He is decidedly right in observing that
Fergusson's '''territory' of the R[io] G[rande] is very small compared
to the whole course as treated in G[reat] R[iver]. "13 Just as apparent, however, is Horgan's tendency to write history as biography,
to stress the difference that great people made on the great river.
It is also assumed in Rio Grande, in a kind of "wave of the future"
way, that it is inevitable (and appropriate) for American Indians to
relinquish their world to the Spanish and for Spaniards to relinquish
their dominion to Mexican-Americans and subsequently AngloAmericans. Such assumptions, although seen as decidedly ethnocentric today, are present in a kind of matter of fact, "that's just
the way it was" historical scheme. The Indian is viewed as collective
mind and motive with individualism and "democracy" appearing
fullblown only with the Anglo-Americans-first with the mountain
men and then with the traders and, subsequently, the cowboys,
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outlaws, and the rising middle-class of western settlement. As William T. Pilkington says in his study of Fergusson, insofar as "the
materials in Rio Grande are structured around a single paraphrasable theme," it is found in Fergusson's own statement early in Rio
Grande, that "the character of a country is the destiny of its peo"14
.'
PIe.
What I have described as Fergusson's matter-of-fact acceptance
of the coming of three different world views to the Rio Grande and
their phased interaction with its geographiqal permanence, Pilkington sees as part of Fergusson's ambivalence toward the primitive
and the modern. And James K. Folsom in his study of Fergusson,
which chooses primarily to view Rio Grande as confirmation of
Fergusson's understanding of southwestern' history as utilized in
his fiction, insists that "Rio Grande does not give a teleological
view of history in which the past adds up to the glamorous present. "15 But there is evidence, particularly in Fergusson's exuberance for the mountain man as a harbinger of Anglo individualism
and reckless progress; in Josiah Gregg as a man of action nicely
balanced with the man of mind; and in the reckless courage of a
folk-hero like Elfego Baca-there is evidence in all of these and
other instances that Fergusson identified most closely with modern
man and times. And although Horgan's historical heroes, given his
different, more refined temperament, are more generally soldiers
and military men-from Onate to Stephen Watts Kearny to General
Pershing-and priests, especially one like Lamy, Horgan, too, was
fascinated by the individualism of men like Josiah Gregg and the
brand of Anglo-American progress Gregg ushered in over the prairies and along the Santa Fe Trail.
Insofar as Fergusson's ethnocentric assumptions about the primacy of Anglo-American history are part of his legacy, Rio Grande
can be read today as a controversial and racially divisive book.
Maxwell Anderson, in an early response to Fergusson's account of
New Mexico as a state for shifting cultural dominance, took it all
in his stride and accommodated Anglo-American encroachments
into New Mexico this way:
Something was lost here that will never be regained. Something is
always lost when young barbarians trample the temples and relics
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of an older race, but since it was our culture that won we cannot
bring ourselves to take the matter too much to heart. The lands of
the earth, whether we like the code or not, belong to those who
can take them. 16

Arthur G. Pettit, writing thirty years later in the wake of the
civil rights struggles of the 1960s, believes that Fergusson's "philosophical stance" in his historical novels was too severe, particularly
in regard to the ricas and what Pettit calls the "fall of the New
Mexican great house." Stopping short of labeling Fergusson's history "racist," Pettit offers a qualified concession and protest:
It is certainly true that he [Fergusson] did not possess the deep

sympathy for the New Mexican people that other (and lesser) Southwestern writers have displayed in recent years. Fergusson was concerned primarily with the special gifts of the Anglo-Saxon race as
he saw them, and only secondarily with the defects of the New
Mexican ricos as he saw them .... Nowhere in Fergusson's writing
does he seem aware that when the Hispanos became Anglicized,
they might-as they in fact did--eompete on an equal basis with
the Anglo-Americans. 17

Compounding the legacy of Fergusson's ethnocentricity as a historian' today, is the certainty that Rio Grande, if read by anyone
(male or female) with any sensitivity to feminist values, would sense
what ean only be called Fergusson's male chauvinism and his machismo preoccupation with the alleged sexual predilections of native
Amertcan and Hispanic women for Anglo males. Cecil Robinson
says,~.ore or less in passing, that "Harvey Fergusson in his novels
and i the cultural history Rio Grande has devoted a good deal of
space to examining patterns of sexuality among the Mexican aristocrats of the Rio Grande valley during the period of the dominion
of the big house."18 But Fergusson's interest in what Robinson
euphemistically calls "patterns of sexuality," accumulates to the
point that the reader senses almost an obsession with an eroticism
that at times borders on the tasteless.
What begins, in the first instance, as a kind of anthropological
exposition on "the masked dances of initiation and phallic worship"
of the Pueblo Indians and what Fergusson calls their "grotesque
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humor of primitive eroticism" (p. 14), soon verges on outright titillation. Witness this account of Estevan's alleged appeal to native
women: "There is a hint that Estevan had a way with the Indian
women which was not altogether in accord with religious teachings
and that the Friar [Marcos] thought he could expound salvation
better while the negro was somewhere else" (p. 32). Also note this
account of Estevan's acquisition of goods and concubines:
At each village the people gave the negro food and shelter and from
each village some of them followed him to the next. He soon found
that they would deny him nothing he wanted and for the glory of
God he began gathering up everything that looked valuable to himchiefly turquoise and other semi-precious stones. Then he began
also gathering women. These Mexican Indians are all polygamous
and have never been celebrated for chastity so that perhaps it was
not hard for Estevan to acquire concubines. Soon he was choosing
the best-looking girls in every village and adding them to his retinue.... (p. 35).

In his review of Rio Grande for the Yale Review, Horgan, who
evidences some of Fergusson's same ethnocentric assumptions about
history in Great River, dwelt on the design of the book. He described this design as "a panorama of the different sorts oflife that
have been in the Southwest," but one that gains its focus and
continuity not so much from changing cultural and temporal order
but from the permanence of the land: "Change came so often in
so short a period over the same land that the only stability is the
land itself, which despite its seasonal furors, retains its constant
quality, something challenging and wonderful to people's eyes, and
something always impressive to their minds when they find out
what sort of thing the land has known from previous peoples. "19
Much of Fergusson's ethos as an Anglo observer and historian
comes from his identification of himself as a New Mexico native, a
person who experienced the old remnants of the history about
which he writes and the newer inroads ofAnglo-American progress
everywhere about him. Thus there is a certain marginality about
the way he dramatizes himself in Rio Grande. He frequently speaks
of hiking and camping throughout the state; about the interviews
he has conducted; about real and apocryphal anecdotes (many of
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them jokes and humorous accounts bordering on the tall tale). And
he demonstrates, in tandem, his wide reading and research on New
Mexico history. Furthermore, his authoritativeness with his intended audience is enhanced by his genealogy; by the at once
disguised and announced fact that his father, H. B. Fergusson, who
came as a southern gentleman and attorney to the rough and tough
mining town of White Oaks, made his way to Albuquerque and a
highly respectable marriage into the family of Franz Huning, an
illustrious pioneer trader and settler in his own right and an individual with whom Harvey Fergusson identified much more than
he did with his father
Many of the reviewers who first greeted Rio Grande recognized
this authorial presence in the work and, in effect, hailed it as a
kind of autobiography about growing up in an exotic and far away
land. This stylistic and rhetorical stance is underscored by Fergusson's writing to an apparently eastern audience by introducing
them to a sort of strange and neglected part of their own American
history.20 Nowhere is this kind of "exoticism" better represented in
Rio Grande than in Fergusson's rendering of his impressions of
Penitente ritual. As such, his pages on the Penitentes serve as
representative of his methodology and persona as a native-son novelist-historian. An author who had climbed Wheeler Peak and Taos
mountain and found his way to sacred Blue Lake; gone swimming
in the Rio Grande almost daily as a youth; hunted along its banks
for waterfowl; fished it and its tributaries; boated down it· alone
and, in one particularly memorable trip, with his brother-such
an author who, born to a state he had explored on his own, must
be heeded by the uninitiated when he tells of his own experience
with the secrets of "la Hermandad de los Penitentes."
Virtually all of one chapter, "The Men of the Soil," is devoted to
the Penitentes. Fergusson begins by orienting the reader first to
the highway between Taos and Santa Fe and then to a shorter,
almost impassable road that cuts across the mountains and flattens
out as it leads to the river through the villages of Chimayo, Cordova,
Truchas, Trampas, Chamisal, and Pefiasc(}-"each town with a singing name sits beside its singing water," as he phrases it. Here the
men of the soil have settled. They are not regarded as "Americans"
by Fergusson who says, ironically, that "few Americans have ever
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gained a foothold in this region" (p, 106), for it is viewed as a place
and way of life out of a static, past century in New Mexico history,
With the same kind of descriptive talents he uses as a novelist,
Fergusson sets the scene for his own mini-drama, his own personal
intrusion into that time-frozen and idyllic spot of history, In his
type of "socio-historical" account, setting and atmosphere are crucial. Here is part of his picturesque prose painting, his own version
of "New Mexico baroque":
Mountains shelter the past. In their arable crannies human life
catches and clings like ore in the rock. Mountains check both expansion and invasion, the two great agents of change.... Most of
the villages still are compact clusters of earthen houses, gathered
together originally for protection, with their fields spread about
them, the wooded mountains rolling up toward the peaks on one
side, falling away to the river on the other. Almost every house has
still its conical adobe oven outside the door and in the fall the walls
are hung, as always, with scarlet strings of drying chile. The widehatted men and the black-shawled women are figures little changed.
And here is an atmosphere, too, that belongs unmistakably to another age, before' hurry began or machinery was invented. It is
profoundly quiet but with a quiet that never seems dead. One gets
from the faces and movements of the people and from their voices
an impression of indolent vitality--of life that is never driven or
frantic as it is wherever machines set the pace and the hope of
progress an ever-receding goal [sic] (p. 107).

(The photographs of Alex Harris in Robert Coles's The Old Ones
a/New Mexico [1973] attempt to capture the spirit of northern New
Mexico reflected in the faces of these same people Fergusson describes, as do Coles's own "portraits" like "Una Anciana.")
Musing about the historical significance of such people, Fergusson shifts to a cultural and racial context whereby he identifies
. these people as the only true peasants within the borders of the
United States, people in which-as he describes it-"the blood of
an ancient European peasantry mingles with that of sedentary Indians." And he contrasts them with the "American farmer," with
men of the Anglo-Saxon breed who as wanderers and exploiters

A human skull occupied the center of the altar. Courtesy of the author.
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have always "despised" people like these who draw their very identity from their closeness with the soil. But to these "men of the
soil" Fergusson speculates the whole future of all Latin America
belongs. It is in such an interpretation that Fergusson's "ambivalence" toward Anglo-American progress is sensed even though the
reader knows, on balance, Fergusson approves and is a part of that
Anglo-American progress that, by implication, might one day collide with the endurance of the Latin American peasantry.
Relying on the accounts of Josiah Gregg; James W. Abert and
Frank M. Edwards, who,was
one of Kearny's volunteers, Fergusson
l
outlines the corruption among the priesthood during "that dark
period after the pioneering Franciscan friars had left and before
the reforms of Bishop Lamy ... " (p. 110). Forced by unwarranted
demands and outright exploitation by the priesthood and the ricos,
the "men of the soil" were forced to live as they could, at times
outside both the laws of the church and existing government. Thus
the causality of Penitente ritualized flagellation, outside the sanction of the church, is explained by Fergusson as a natural response
to a more worldly persecution: "Overtaxed by the padres he [the
P~nitente/paisano] dispensed with their services when he could
not afford them, keeping still intact his own faith, which was always
a graft of Catholic dogma and ritual upon a primitive idolatry and
drew its strength more from earth than from heaven" (p. 113).
Fergusson continues to build to his own experience with Penitente ritual through several paragraphs of social history related to
food and entertainment and, again, the "sexual patterns" of the
paisano, all of which are contrasted in what today seems irksome
and ethnocentric. The paisano's is considered a culture of othersmuch different than that of the Anglo historian and his Anglo audience. Note this instance of editorializing on Fergusson's part:
All Latin Americans love ceremony and ritual and among them the
established forms of human conduct seem never to go dead as they
do among us where formality is almost a synonym for dullness and
spontaneous joy in generally a violent smashing of traditional restraints (p. 114).
Or take this sweeping generalization: "It is an apparent contradiction in the character of the common Mexican that he may be the
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most proudly independent of men or the most servile" (p. 115).
Caught up in what seems not only biased but totally digressive,
Fergusson continues to make pronouncements disguised as generalized truths about so-called "Mexican" and "American" relations
in the contemporary world of the 1930s:
Unless he has been too much corrupted by contact with the Americanos he will often refuse payment for his hospitality though nothing
[sic] averse to accepting suitable gifts. But if you hire a Mexican to
work for you he is likely to regard you as a potential source of all
things needed and to become a somewhat importunate solicitor of
favors. Give him half a chance and he will get himself into your
debt and stay there. In a word, he will relapse into peonage....
Both political and economic life in New Mexico still suffer from his
instinctive love of a feudal relationship to some leader (p. 116).
Needless to say, such speculation is part of a legacy of historical
interpretation rightfully discounted today. Today, a more congenial
interpretation of those who belonged to the Penitente brotherhood
is one like that of Sabine R. Ulibarri who in his wonderful cuentos
of northern New Mexico speaks with pride about the character and
contribution of his people:
Now older and wiser, I contemplate the panorama of the past in
astonishment and I can see the tremendous importance that the
presence of the Penitentes had on the history of our people. If we
pull them out, forget or ignore the Penitentes, the historical picture
of New Mexico crumbles. 21
This is not to say that Fergusson failed' to recognize the Penitentes
as significant in New Mexico history. His appraisal is not as categorically positive as Ulibarri's. For Fergusson, theirs was a faith
that allowed "New Mexicans [to remain] devout while the priests
robbed them of the rites of marriage, of baptism and even of burial
from the Church"; in all, the Penitente brotherhood, according to
Fergusson, "was the flower of a spiritual integrity which had its
roots, lower and deeper than those of any church, in an ancient
sacrifice of blood, in the ecstatic acceptance of pain and death" (p.
118).
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One recent commentator believes that "the 'darker' impression
of the morada chapels is best expressed by Harvey Fergusson in
Rio Grande. "22 Insofar as this is true it is partly attributable to the
perspective of wonder and fear occasioned by childhood. For it is
from the point of view of a child's memories recounted that Fergusson dramatizes his eyewitness account oC,Penitente ritual.
Fergusson first saw the Penitentes in 1903 when he was thirteen.
And he testifies that it is from a "pop-eyed" account that he went
home to write immediately after the experience that h€1 says he
"paraphrases" in Rio Grande. All in all, it has the flavor of a boyhood
trip into the past, the log of a mysterious "time-machine" traveler.
As such, he indulges his novelistic flair, stressing while he does his
physical sensations, the response of his body, like the Penitentes,
to pleasure and pain:
What I remember best is the all-night ride in the bitter March
weather with freezing hands and feet. The wind had piled tumble
weeds along the road and every few miles we would touch a match
to a pile of these and warm ourselves at a brief flare that lit the
mountains, still patched with snow, and made a dance of shadows
among cedar brush and boulders. I remember dawn-light shining
on an adobe town and a breakfast of crackers and cheese in a little
store and then excited Mexicans coming to tell that the Penitentes
were marching to the graveyard (p. 120).
As an occupant of many car-loads of what he calls "penitentehunters," tourists in search of alien sights, Fergusson spends three
full pages describing the naked and gashed backs of the twelve
men who whipped and chanted their way, covered with blood to
their very heels, down a hill to a small graveyard where they knelt
before a wooden cross, and then returned, marching in slow order,
to the tempo of their own blood-drenched whips, back up the hill
to their morada. Fergusson, bare-headed (in contrast to the blackcapped Penitentes), along with his eager companions-four or five
other boys-followed the procession up the hill and entered the
chapel. What he saw would rivet the attention of any boy:
The smoky lantern hung from the middle of the roof and two candles
lit an altar at the far end. It was draped and curtained in black and
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a human skull occupied its very center. Not the cross, but the skull
and cross bones were embroidered or painted in white on the black
altar cloth (p. 121).

It was a shrine of death, heightened in its horror for him because
of the secret room at the back of the chapel where no one but
members could enter. But Fergusson says he was close enough to
touch "the bloody flesh of their bared backs" (p. 121). The small
black figure before the altar became animated, transformed before
his very eyes and ghostlike, "rose and became a man, certainly less
than five feet tall, in a black robe with a horsehair rope about his
middle" (p. 121). Fergusson reports that the small man (almost a
creature of unearthly dimension in the description) spoke briefly
in Spanish, after which all the Penitentes filed out of the chapel
and began their reenactment of the ascent to Calvary. In that pageantry, which Fergusson typifies as the death of Christ "amid
pandemonium and lamentation," is found the dramatic climax not
just to the ceremony but the author's description of it, for in one
action-filled frenetic paragraph the startled and agonizing motion
and sound of mock crucifixion is presented. That one scene is a
masterwork of the convergence of character, plot, and setting-the
fictions, if you will-of a historian. Never content merely to describe and always seeking to reconcile his own experiences with
larger more philosophical interpretations, Fergusson, very much
in the retrospect of adulthood, draws his own kind of allegorical
meanings from his encounter with the Penitente brotherhood. What
he first saw as alien to his own youth and culture he next attempts
to synthesize, to universalize. And whether one agrees with his
conclusions, whether one sees his descriptions as truthful or distorted (as most perceptions are), the reader must applaud Fergusson's reverence-and that is not too great a word in context-for
the lessons of history, and the overall legacy of New Mexico and
the Rio Grande, which tends to function, ultimately, as a metaphor,
not merely for New Mexico but for the larger Southwest. Nowhere
is Fergusson more incisive and more worth listening to than in a
conclusion such as this:
The Penitentes were only a delightful horror then. It is the diversities of life that strike us first. Time reveals the unities, bringing a
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sort of comprehension for anything men may do. Those whips laid
on bloody backs now seem only a brutal and forthright form of the
discipline which every man must lay upon himself-symbols of the
guilt and fear which are the penalties of human consciousness (p.
123).

If this is an example of what a reader like Stanley Walker objects
to as the babbling to which New Mexico writers succumb when
struck by the virus of "New Mexico baroque," then Fergusson is
guilty of nothing more than trying to express in language what is
finally inexpressible. There is, admittedly, much in Rio Grande
that has the ring of sound lacking sense; passages, pages, even
chapters, that might well be assessed as "pretty" but not "good
history." And if Rio Grande's final legacy is an ethnocentric one
that today seems flawed to the point of boorishness, one need only
ponder what our conception of New Mexico's past and our larger
national and human pasts would be if not written as they were
seen, cultural biases notwithstanding. In Rio Grande as in his other
works of history and fiction, Harvey Fergusson wrote from his heart
and his mind the best he could about a process and a place so
wondrous, so spectacular as to provide a continuing legacy for us
all.
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